
 

 

Week 4&5 – Type-Shape-Composition 

Glyph-o-morphosis 04.10.2017 >> 11.10.2017 

     

This module is based on investigating the relationship between positive and negative space in 2D – 
exploring the expressive potentials of shape, proportion.  You will: 

- Scramble, juxtapose, different glyphs (letter/elemental symbol of a typeface) through superposition, 
addition or subtraction; 
- Decode, and unscramble the obtained setting (of shapes) as positive and negative spaces (2D);  
- Seek new shapes that are derived the obtained composition.  

Thus, questions in hand will be: 

- How do you seek new abstract forms after deformation / superposition of usual ‘fonts’?  
- How do you merge and decompose them? How do you make sense of the emergent complexity? 
- How can you describe the undefined forms as positive or negative spaces?    

To be brought to class:  

- Required materials (see below) 
- B/W print-outs (on A4) of your initials and your departmental codes (mim, pem, icm, sbp); printed out 
in both cases (UPPER / lower) between 144pt and 720pt; in 2 selected fonts (one in a serif font, the 
other in a sans-serif font) in bold.  
 
(!) To generate a balanced composition, you need more than 1 copy of your letters. So, please print as 
much as possible.  

 Studio Work: 

15min. Brief: Explanation of Coursework 
2h. 45 min. Studio: Production of individual work 
1h. Pin-up: Review of studio work. 
  

Step 1: Cut-out the glyphs and re-arranging them with different balanced of overlapping and negative 
spaces. Do this on a 35x50 background.  
Step 2: Use your sketching paper to draw a juxta-positioned ‘setting’ your glyphs in a manner where the 
legible ‘letter’ is lost.  
Step 3: Use layers of sketching paper to examine alternatives of emergent shapes that can be derived 
from your ‘setting’.  
Step 4: Produce a novel composition of shapes that express a certain character (take into account basic 
principles of Gestalt). Decide on a final composition.  
Step 5: Re-produce a final composition cutting the shapes from a black sheet of paper; and sticking on 
to your 35x50 background.  
  

Technique: Free hand drawing, sketching, collage. 

Required Materials: Drawing and sketching papers (35x50), pencils, black pen, grey tone markers (if you 

want), 35x50 black paper, cutting knife, cutting board, metal ruler, glue sick (or water based glue). 
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Homework: 

Carry your composition onto 3D, using various heights (3cm to 10cm) stuck vertically following the 

shapes that you have derived in class (35x50cm base). Materials and further details will be announced in 

the course. 

Keywords: 

Typeface, Glyph 
Ascent – Descent - Meridian - Cap Height - Baseline 
Serif - Sans Serif - Script 
Kerning-Spacing 
Solid-Void, Positive-Negative, Figure-Ground 

Further reading: 

http://typomil.com/anatomy/index.html 
Becer, E., İletişim ve Grafik Tasarım, Dost, İstanbul 1997-2006 
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